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1. Executive Summary
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2. About the College

WHEN GIRLS ARE EDUCATED THEIR COUNTRIES BECOME
STRONGER AND MORE PROSPEROUS

Keeping in mind the objective to uplift Rural Women, Seth Navrang Rai Lohia Jairam Girls

College was established in 2001 under aegis of SHRI JAI RAM VIDYA PEETH by great

visionary Philosopher and social worker Late SHRI DEVENDER SWAROOP

BRAHAMCHARI JI MAHARAJ and his disciple SH. BRAHAM SWAROOP BRAHAM-

CHARI JI MAHARAJ. With blessing of God, their efforts were rewarded when SNRL JAIRAM

Girls College got notification from Haryana Govt. on 5th June 2012 for being considered for

grant-in-aid.

There are about 500 girls studying in SNRL Jairam Girls College, Lohar Majra, Kurukshetra.

Our prime focus is to achieve all round personality development of students through student-

centric activities to prepare them for better future and make them responsible citizens of global

society, imparting higher education in the field of Arts, Science & Commerce. In spite of being

situated in rural area, institution is performing well academically. The students are excelling both

in sports and cultural activities too. They have distinguished themselves by winning gold, silver,

bronze medals in hockey, wrestling, rowing, judo, and volleyball, cross country at national, state

and district levels. We are all proud to be part of this great institution and will strive to make it

achieve even greater heights.

Institutional Strength

 Highly qualified and experienced teaching staff

 Blend traditional and modern pedagogical methods

 Automated library, Office, and Well-equipped laboratories

 Well-maintained infrastructure

 Vast and well-managed sports ground and gymnasium

 Clean and green campus

 Eco-friendly premises
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 Achievements in sports and cultural activities

College Campus:

The college is spread over 70, 000(sq. Ft) beautiful land with plenty of open space and sports

area interspersed within academic buildings. The details of various department and building are

given in Appendix-1

3. Energy Audit

Energy audit helps to understand more about the ways energy is used in any plant and helps in

identifying areas where waste may occur and scope for improvement exists. The overall energy

efficiency from generation to final consumer becomes 50%. Hence one unit saved in the end

user is equivalent to two units generated in the power plant. (1 Unit / 0.5 Efficiency = 2 Units)

Energy audit is the most efficient way to identify the strength and weakness of energy

management practices and to find a way to solve problem. Energy audit is one kind of

professional approach towards a responsible way in utilizing economic, financial, and social and

natural resources. Energy audits can "add value" to the management approaches being taken by

the institute and is a way of identifying, evaluating the system.

Objectives of Energy Auditing

The energy audit provides the vital information base for overall energy conservation program

covering essentially energy utilization analysis and evaluation of energy conservation measures.

It aims at:

 Identifying the quality and cost of various energy inputs.

 Assessing present pattern of energy consumption in different cost centers of operations.

 Relating energy inputs and production output.

 Identifying potential areas thermal and electrical energy economy.
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 Highlighting wastage in major areas.

 Fixing of energy saving potential targets for individual cost centers.

 Implementation of measures for energy conservation & realization of savings.

4. Present Energy Scenario

Electricity Supply and Billings

Electricity Supply

The college is getting electrical supply by the UHBVN, Haryana. There is one energy meter

installed in the premises. There is a transformer 11 kV/ 433 V of capacity 63 kVA.

Sanction Demand

The sanctioned demand for the unit is 49.900 kW from UHBVN, Haryana. Its sanctioned

demand KVA varies every month because of change of power factor every month. The recorded

running maximum demand of the college from the electricity bill is given below

Months 2021 Sanction load Unit consumption Bill Amounts (Rs.)

January 49.900 7437 60592

February 49.900 2294 24242

March 49.900 7219 56503

April 49.900 7607 59138

Since the supply is in LT connection. The Transformer belongs to the college as told by the

concern officers. Then it is advisable to change the electricity supply from LT to HT supply

I.e.11kV.For the purpose of precaution, A maximum Demand Controller (DC) can be installed at

the main LT panel to avoid the maximum demand penalty. In case the running maximum
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demand increase, the demand controller will switch off some non- essential load like Air

Conditioning load etc. And simultaneously it will also give alarm for further action.

5. Energy Sources

Electricity is the major energy sources of the college. Electricity is supplied by UHBVN, limited,

Haryana. Diesel oil is being used in the DG sets for in-house generation of electricity during

power-cut.

 Power Stations and Transformers:

The Power Supply of the College is from UHBVNL. With the Help of 11 KV feeder under Tariff

category NDS with sanctioned load 49.900 KV. There i8s one step down transformers with

capacity 63 KVA.

Details

S. No. Items Technical Specification of Transformer

1 Mark Mecca power Pvt. Ltd

2 Rating (KVA) 63

3 Voltage (HV/LV) 11000/433

4 Current Rating (HV/LV) 8.5/213.3

5 Frequency (Hz) 50

6 Impedance at 75 C 4.5

7 Vector Group Dyn-11

8 Type of Cooling ONAN
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 DG Set:

There is a DG set available in the college of capacity 125kVA for in house generation of

electricity. As the power Supply is very good in the area so the running hour of DG set is very

less.
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Details of the DG Sets

Sr. No. Parameters Technical Specification

1 Mark Sudhir Power Limited

2 CIN No. U74899DL1995PLCO73261

3 Capacity 125 KVA

4 Rated Voltage 415 V

5 Full Load current 174 A

6 Frequency 50 Hz

7 Power Factor 0.80

8 RPM 1500

9 Phase 3

It is advisable to put an energy meter on each DG set then it would be easy to conduct the

efficiency of DG set. This way, the operator could also note down the unit generation and oil

consumed. The operator may record the operating parameters of the sets in the following manner

in future.
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 Solar Power Generation: Grid connected Solar Photovoltaic System (10 Kwp)

There is 10 Kwp solar Photovoltaic roof top grid connected systems insalled on college building

March 2021. The SPV is connected with the LT supply with some relay/sensor which keeps

senses of electrical supply. When there is electrical supply, the SPV will generate electricity. As

the electrical supply goes off, the SPV will not generate any electricity. SP will also not generate

electricity when there is electrical supply of DG set.

S.No. Description Technical Specification1.

1. Plant Information

1.1 Plant Capacity 10KWp

1.2 Location College Building

2. PV Panel Details

2.1 Mark Har solar

2.2 Modal ELDORA VSP.72.315.03.04

2.3 Panel Wattage 3015 Watt

2.4 No. Of PV Panels 96

2.5 Panel tilt angle 23

3. Inverter Information

3.1 Mark/modal name Delta(RPI M30A_121

3.2 Modal No. RPI303FA0E1100

3.3 Capacity of Inverter 33000watt
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Outcomes:

The best use of SPV is to put all lighting, exhaust fan load, fan load etc. on it. Some intelligent

relay/ sensor need to install for better management. The energy meter should also be calibrated

by third party once in a year or two years. This way, the SP will continue supply even there is

utility supply available or not and it will also help in saving a substantial amount in the

electricity bill. It was also observed that electrical data like daily/ weekly/ monthly units

generated by SPV are not recorded in the register or in soft copy.

Details of solar unit generation are given below

Sr. No. Years Unit Generation( kWh)

1 2019-20 31,953

2 2020-21 26,163

Total Units 1,18,953
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 Net metering

The SPV system should be installed along with Net metering system. For this, there is a power

format in the concerned UHBVN office to install Net metering

Advantage of Net Metering

 Financial benefit for the system owner

Since the system owner is charged for the net energy consumed from the utility grid, the owner

gets financial benefits. If energy generation < energy consumed: owner pays just for the net

amount. If energy generation > energy consumed: the owner gets credit for excess generation

 Avoid the use of batteries

In a grid connected solar pv system, any excess energy generated can be fed back to local utility

grid and can be taken back at later stage when required. Thus, there is no need to store the

surplus energy in batteries for later use, thus, avoiding the heavy costs of batteries. Also, since
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batteries are eliminated, the maintenance costs of the system also reduce to a great extent.

Batteries may be required only when there are frequent power fluctuations/outages.

 Produce more today, use that tomorrow

If there is a surplus of power generation than the consumption, the surplus can be fed into grid

system and if consumption increases.

6. Energy Consumption

For the Unit / college, the applicable electrical tariff is in two part i.e. a fixed cost (Demand

Charges) and unit (kWh) rate. The average monthly unit consumption of the college is 1247 kVA

and the average monthly electricity bill amount is around Rs. 11,010. The average monthly unit

cost would be around Rs. 6.6/kVA.

Use of Electricity During Peak hour and off peak hour

The applicable electricity tariff is not also based on timing of the day but it may not be applicable

in case of domestic LT/ HT type connection. This will also helpful in maintaining the demand

graph. It is recommended to avoid use of electrical gadget for cleaning, watering etc. during the

peak hours. This type of work should be operational during the off peak hour.

 Lighting

The total lighting (luminary) load of the college is about 8 kW which includes LED lights

12w/ 36w etc. LED lights are good from energy efficiency point of view.

LED tube lights are also available in the market, which is also good from energy efficiency

point of view. Whenever 36/40w tube gets fuse (not in warranty period) then it could be

replaced by 18w/ 9w LED tube.
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 Air Conditioning Load

Split units Air-conditioners of capacity 1.5 ton installed in Principal office and two in the

seminar hall of 2 tons to maintain comfort temperature in the office/seminar hall. It was

observed that some split ACs fitted in the office carries 5 star, which is good from energy

efficiency point of view. It is recommended that whenever new split/ window ACs are being

installed, it should be 5 star rated. Filters of package units were also checked during study

which was found very clean.

 Distribution Network

There is a main electrical panel installed near the DG Set. All the distribution cables are

going from the main panel to all the buildings, submersible pump, street light etc. Sub panels

are installed in the buildings. There is a taping on each floor from the raising mains.

During the study, it was observed that the conductor size is good according to ampere load. No

any conductor was found over heated or its insulation burnt. Adequate size of conductor is going

to feed the utility area. So, distribution losses are within the limit.
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7. Certificate
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8.Room wise electricity details
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